What precisely do you need from your automobile? For over three decades, the Accord has been our response to that question. We’ve built and refined our signature vehicle with drivers and all of their humanity in mind. Now, on the 30-year anniversary of our first American-made Honda, we proudly introduce our finest response yet to your needs on the road. Meet the all-new Accord.

*Honda vehicles are manufactured using domestic and globally sourced parts.*
IT’S ABOUT INSPIRATION

You’ve always driven us to keep exploring what’s next, and the Accord has always been the canvas for our vision. The Accord is our constantly evolving masterpiece, and with the ninth-generation Accord, we’ve elevated it to a whole new level. The design. The technology. The performance. This ninth-generation Accord is the most sophisticated and refined automobile to ever bear the Honda badge. And it’s all been inspired by you.

Accord Touring Sedan shown in Modern Steel Metallic.
IT REQUIRES
PASSION

Passion is how you set and reset the standards for an entire industry. Passion is what sparks our advancements in engineering and technology. Passion makes everything possible. Our most sophisticated design. Breakthroughs in technology, like Forward Collision Warning (EX-L and above) and Honda LaneWatch™ (EX Sedan and above, EX-L Coupe and above). We believe in a vehicle that fits you perfectly. The pride of owning it. And the joy of creating it. That’s what fuels our passion.
From styling to technology to amenities, the following features bring a whole new degree of luxury to the Accord. Like HondaLink™ with touch-screen access (EX-L Sedan and above, EX Coupe and above) for all your favorite news and information. Smart Entry (EX and above) – a locking/unlocking system that detects your presence. An internal hard drive with 16 GB³ of music storage (navigation models). The Accord’s elegant interior indulges every need of drivers and passengers alike.
Accord EX-L V-6 Sedan shown with Black Leather and available Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System.
Accord EX-L V-6 Sedan shown with Black Leather and available Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System.
Accord EX-L V-6 Coupe shown with Black Leather and available Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System.
Accord EX-L V-6 Sedan shown in Alabaster Silver Metallic.
Accord EX-L V-6 Sedan shown with Black Leather and available Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System.
Accord EX-L V-6 Sedan shown with Black Leather and available Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System.

Accord EX-L V-6 Sedan shown with Black Leather and available Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System.
We all benefit from vehicles that respect our planet. That’s why the Accord offers all the sophistication of a luxury automobile, but still maintains the conscience of a Honda. Thanks to innovations like our new 2.4-liter 4-cylinder Earth Dreams engine with direct injection, the new Accord has an impressive, EPA 36-mpg highway rating. That makes the new Accord one of our most fuel-efficient vehicles ever.
ECO ASSIST™

With Eco Assist, there are two ways for car and driver to work together to improve fuel efficiency. When you push the ECON button, your Accord automatically adjusts fuel-consuming systems to maximize efficiency. For better performance, push the button again and off you go. The coaching bars on either side of the speedometer will change from white to green depending on how efficiently you’re driving. The longer they stay green, the more miles you can get from a tank of gas.
We’ve taken a huge step in hybrid technology. The all-new Accord Plug-In features a rechargeable power source, and it’s also capable of running entirely in electric mode. But what makes the Plug-In truly special is that it never stopped being an Accord. The Plug-In offers the performance, engineering and comfort that you’ve come to expect from Honda.

Available early 2013.*

*Subject to limited availability in designated markets. Please see your Honda dealer for details.
We've taken a huge step in hybrid technology. The all-new Accord Plug-In features a rechargeable power source, and it's also capable of running entirely in electric mode. But what makes the Plug-In truly special is that it never stopped being an Accord. The Plug-In offers the performance, engineering and comfort that you've come to expect from Honda.

Available early 2013.

*Accord Plug-In shown in Burnished Silver Metallic.

The Plug-In has an innovative charging system that you can set up at home or connect to at designated stations. Your charge and fuel status is all displayed clearly and intuitively on the Plug-In’s stylized instrument panel.
THE ACCORD

PLUG-IN HYBRID

We’ve taken a huge step in hybrid technology. The all-new Accord Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicle (PHEV) features a rechargeable power source, and it’s also capable of running entirely in electric mode. But what makes the PHEV truly special is that it never stops being an Accord. The PHEV offers the performance, engineering and comfort that you’ve come to expect from Honda. **Available early 2013.**

*Subject to limited availability in designated markets. Please see your Honda dealer for details.*
We've taken a huge step in hybrid technology. The all-new Accord Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicle (PHEV) features a rechargeable power source, and it's also capable of running entirely in electric mode. But what makes the PHEV truly special is that it never stopped being an Accord. The PHEV offers the performance, engineering and comfort that you've come to expect from Honda.

Available early 2013.

Accord PHEV shown in Burnished Silver Metallic.

The PHEV has an innovative charging system that you can set up at home or connect to at designated stations. Your charge and fuel status is all displayed clearly and intuitively on the PHEV’s stylized instrument panel.
Accord EX-L V-6 Sedan shown in Alabaster Silver Metallic.
START/STOP BUTTON
The Accord’s smart technology lets you start your engine with the push of a button. (EX and above)

REARVIEW CAMERA
Every Accord has a rearview camera. EX Coupe and above and EX-L Sedan and above models come with a multi-angle rearview camera that adds wide-angle and overhead views.

AUDIO SYSTEM WITH TOUCH-SCREEN DISPLAY
This amazing new touch panel gives you access to all your different media programs. It’s your interface for everything from Aha™ by Harman to Pandora® internet radio to Bluetooth® Streaming Audio and HandsFreeLink, email, your audio system’s controls and equalizer, and much more.* (EX Coupe and above, EX-L Sedan and above)
How about an Accord with a little more attitude? Introducing the Accord Sport Sedan.

It features all the little details you love that make a big difference on the road. Like 18” alloy wheels, fog lights, a decklid spoiler and a dual exhaust system. On the inside, paddle shifters (with CVT) and a 10-way power driver’s seat make any drive that much better.
LED HEADLIGHTS
LED headlights are not only a nice accent, but they also improve visibility, and reduce power consumption by 50%. (Touring Sedan)

LED DAYTIME RUNNING LIGHTS (DRL)
Sleek and stylish LED Daytime Running Lights are standard on EX-L V-6 Coupe and EX-L V-6/Touring Sedan.

LED BRAKE LIGHTS
Redesigned brake lights have a subtle, new style, and are LED-powered. (EX-L Sedan and above)
START/STOP BUTTON
The Accord's smart technology lets you start your engine with the push of a button. (EX and above)

REARVIEW CAMERA
Every Accord has a rearview camera. EX Coupe and above and EX-L Sedan and above models come with a multi-angle rearview camera that adds wide-angle and overhead views.

AUDIO SYSTEM WITH TOUCH-SCREEN DISPLAY
This amazing new touch panel gives you access to all your different media programs. It's your interface for everything from Aha™ by Harman to Pandora® internet radio to Bluetooth® Streaming Audio and HandsFreeLink, email, your audio system's controls and equalizer, and much more.* (EX Coupe and above, EX-L Sedan and above)
Out of everything you need the Accord to do, nothing’s more important than getting you where you need to go safely. That’s why we always work to improve the safety of our vehicles, and the all-new Accord is a testament to our continuous work on safety technology. Every Accord features our newest ACE™ II body structure and standard features that are all designed to help protect everyone on the road.

VSA is not a substitute for safe driving. It cannot correct the vehicle’s course in every situation or compensate for reckless driving. Control of the vehicle always remains with the driver.

ANTI-LOCK BRAKING SYSTEM (ABS)
All Accord models feature 4-wheel disc brakes with anti-lock brakes (ABS). ABS modulates the brakes to help prevent wheel lockup and help the driver retain steering control during hard braking.

ANTI-LOCK BRAKING SYSTEM (ABS)
All Accord models feature 4-wheel disc brakes with anti-lock brakes (ABS). ABS modulates the brakes to help prevent wheel lockup and help the driver retain steering control during hard braking.

FORWARD COLLISION WARNING (FCW)
The FCW system can detect the presence of vehicles in front of you, and if it calculates that you’re at risk of a collision, it activates audible and visible alerts. (EX-L and above)

LANE DEPARTURE WARNING (LDW)
A small camera searches for lane markings on the road. If it detects the driver making an unindicated lane change, visual and audible alerts will signify the departure. (EX-L and above)
Out of everything you need the Accord to do, nothing’s more important than getting you where you need to go safely. That’s why we always work to improve the safety of our vehicles, and the all-new Accord is a testament to our continuous work on safety technology. Every Accord features our newest ACE™ II body structure and standard features that are all designed to help protect everyone on the road.

LANE DEPARTURE WARNING (LDW)™
A small camera searches for lane markings on the road. If it detects the driver making an unindicated lane departure, visual and audible alerts will signify the departure. (EX-L and above)

VEHICLE STABILITY ASSIST™ (VSA®)*
WITH TRACTION CONTROL
In the event of an oversteer or understeer, VSA works to brake individual wheels and/or reduce engine power to help restore your intended course.
DUAL-STAGE, MULTIPLE-THRESHOLD FRONT AIRBAGS (SRS)
The dual-stage, multiple-threshold front airbags (SRS) are capable of inflating at different rates depending on the severity of the crash, seat-belt usage and/or other factors.*

SMARTVENT™ FRONT SIDE AIRBAGS
In the event of a moderate-to-severe side impact, the side airbag inflates to help protect the driver’s or front passenger’s upper torso.*

SIDE CURTAIN AIRBAGS WITH ROLLOVER SENSOR
In the event of a sufficient side impact or rollover situation, this system will activate and help provide protection for both the front and outboard rear occupants.

*Always use seat belts and appropriate child seats. Children 12 and under are safest when properly restrained in the rear seat.
DUAL-STAGE, MULTIPLE-THRESHOLD FRONT AIRBAGS (SRS)
The dual-stage, multiple-threshold front airbags (SRS) are capable of inflating at different rates depending on the severity of the crash, seat-belt usage and/or other factors.*

SMARTVENT™ FRONT SIDE AIRBAGS
In the event of a moderate-to-severe side impact, the side airbag inflates to help protect the driver’s or front passenger’s upper torso.*

SIDE CURTAIN AIRBAGS WITH ROLLOVER SENSOR
In the event of a sufficient side impact or rollover situation, this system will activate and help provide protection for both the front and outboard rear occupants.

*Always use seat belts and appropriate child seats. Children 12 and under are safest when properly restrained in the rear seat.
SIDE CURTAIN AIRBAGS WITH ROLLOVER SENSOR

In the event of a sufficient side impact or rollover situation, this system will activate and help provide protection for both the front and outboard rear occupants on the side of the impact.*

ADVANCED COMPATIBILITY ENGINEERING™ (ACE) II BODY STRUCTURE

ACE II is a Honda-exclusive body design that distributes frontal crash energy more evenly throughout the front of the vehicle, and the ACE II body structure features our highest-grade steel yet.
ACCORD SEDAN

LX

• 185-hp (SAE net), 2.4-liter i-VTEC® 4-cylinder engine with direct injection
• 6-speed manual or continuously variable transmission (CVT) with Sport Mode (available)
• ULEV-2/PZEV CARB emissions rating
• EPA mileage ratings (city/highway/combined):
  6MT: 24/34/28 mpg;
  CVT: 27/36/30 mpg
• Drive-by-Wire throttle system
• Eco Assist™ system
• Active Noise Cancellation™ (ANC)
• Active Sound Control
• Hill start assist
• MacPherson strut front suspension/multi-link rear suspension
• Electric power-assisted rack-and-pinion steering (EPS)
• 16-inch alloy wheels
• Vehicle Stability Assist™ (VSA®) with traction control
• Anti-lock braking system (ABS)
• Electronic Brake Distribution (EBD)
• Brake Assist
• Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS)
• Daytime Running Lights (DRL)
• Advanced Compatibility Engineering™ (ACE™) II body structure
• Six airbags
• Security system with remote entry
• Variable intermittent windshield wipers
• Projector-beam halogen headlights with auto-on/off
• Chrome door handles
• Body-colored power side mirrors with Expanded View Driver’s Mirror
• Chrome exhaust finisher
• Dual-zone automatic climate control system
• i-MID with 8-inch WQVGA (480x320) screen and customizable feature settings
• Rearview camera with guidelines
• Bluetooth® HandsFreeLink®
• SMS text message function
• Power windows with auto-up/down driver’s window
• Cruise control
• Illuminated steering wheel-mounted cruise, audio, phone and i-MID controls
• Tilt and telescopic steering column
• Center console with armrest and storage compartment
• Beverage holders, front and rear
• Driver’s and front passenger’s illuminated vanity mirrors
• Map lights
• Sunglasses holder
• 12-volt power outlets
• Floor mats
• 160-watt AM/FM/CD audio system with 4 speakers
• Pandora® internet radio compatibility
• Bluetooth® Streaming Audio
• USB Audio Interface
• MP3/auxiliary input jack
• MP3/Windows Media® Audio (WMA) playback capability
• Exterior temperature indicator
• Backup camera

SPORT adds to LX or replaces:

• 189-hp (SAE net), 2.4-liter i-VTEC 4-cylinder engine with direct injection
• 6-speed manual or continuously variable transmission (CVT) with Sport Mode and paddle shifters (available)
• EPA mileage ratings (city/highway/combined):
  CVT: 26/35/29 mpg
• Front shock tower bar
• 18-inch alloy wheels
• Body-colored decklid spoiler
• Fog lights
• Dual chrome exhaust finishers
• Leather-wrapped steering wheel
• Driver’s seat with 10-way power adjustment, including power lumbar support

EX adds to LX or replaces:

• 17-inch alloy wheels
• One-touch power moonroof with tilt feature
• Smart Entry
• Heated, body-colored power side mirrors with integrated turn indicators and Expanded View Driver’s Mirror
• Honda LaneWatch™
• Engine Start/Stop button
• Power windows with auto-up down driver’s and front passenger’s windows
• Driver’s seat with 10-way power adjustment, including power lumbar support
• 160-watt AM/FM/CD audio system with 6 speakers

KEY STANDARD FEATURES FOR SEDAN AND COUPE

- Bluetooth® HandsFreeLink
- USB Audio Interface
- Rearview Camera
- Side Curtain Airbags with Rollover Sensor
- Daytime Running Lights
- Advanced Compatibility Engineering™ (ACE™) II body structure
- Six airbags
- Security system with remote entry
- Variable intermittent windshield wipers
- Projector-beam halogen headlights with auto-on/off
- Chrome door handles
- Body-colored power side mirrors with Expanded View Driver’s Mirror
- Chrome exhaust finisher
IT'S YOUR STYLE

Manufactured to the same strict standards as Honda vehicles, Honda Genuine Accessories are the perfect way to personalize and protect your vehicle. Please see your Honda dealer for details.
Accord EX-L V-6 Sedan with sport grille, aero kit, body side molding, wing spoiler and 17" chrome-look alloy wheels.

- Back-Up Sensors
- All-Season Floor Mats
- Cargo Net
- Illuminated Door Sill Trim
THE ACCORD

SPORT SEDAN

How about an Accord with a little more attitude? Introducing the Accord Sport Sedan. It’s all the little details you love that make a big difference on the road. Like 18" wheels, fog lights, a decklid spoiler and a dual exhaust system. On the inside, paddle shifters (with CVT) and a 10-way power driver’s seat make any drive that much better.

Accord Sport Sedan shown in Alabaster Silver Metallic.
Our racing heritage is with you on the road in the all-new Accord. Direct-injection technology improves fuel combustion and engine efficiency, and it helped power Dario Franchitti to victory at the 2012 Indianapolis 500. Now, we've incorporated it into the all-new Accord's 4-cylinder i-VTEC engine.
Tough. Nimble. Able to handle almost any condition. It's no wonder Honda is the official vehicle of the NHL.

®

accord.honda.com

Fan, subscribe and follow to connect with other Honda fans and stay informed.

ACCORD SEDAN

🔍 Compare

🔍 Build & Price
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🔍 Locate a Dealer

ACCORD COUPE

🔍 Compare

🔍 Build & Price

🔍 Current Offers

🔍 Locate a Dealer
Tough. Nimble. Able to handle almost any condition. It’s no wonder Honda is the official vehicle of the NHL.

Visit accord.honda.com to connect with other Honda fans and stay informed.
ACCORD SEDAN

**LX**
- 185-hp (SAE net), 2.4-liter i-VTEC® 4-cylinder engine with direct injection
- 6-speed manual or continuously variable transmission (CVT) with Sport Mode (available)
- ULEV-2/PZEV CARB emissions rating
- EPA mileage ratings (city/highway/combined): 6MT: 24/34/28 mpg; CVT: 27/36/30 mpg
- Drive-by-Wire throttle system
- Eco Assist™ system
- Active Noise Cancellation™ (ANC)
- Active Sound Control
- Hill start assist
- MacPherson strut front suspension/multi-link rear suspension
- Electric power-assisted rack-and-pinion steering (EPS)
- 16-inch alloy wheels
- Vehicle Stability Assist™ (VSA®) with traction control
- Anti-lock braking system (ABS)
- Electronic Brake Distribution (EBD)
- Brake Assist
- Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS)
- Daytime Running Lights (DRL)
- Advanced Compatibility Engineering™ (ACE™) II body structure
- Six airbags
- Security system with remote entry
- Variable intermittent windshield wipers
- Projector-beam halogen headlights with auto-on/off
- Chrome door handles
- Body-colored power side mirrors with Expanded View Driver’s Mirror
- Chrome exhaust finisher
- Dual-zone automatic climate control system
- i-MID with 8-inch WVQGA (480x320) screen and customizable feature settings
- Rearview camera with guidelines
- Bluetooth® HandsFreeLink®
- SMS text message function
- Power windows with auto-up/down driver’s window
- Cruise control
- Illuminated steering wheel-mounted cruise, audio, phone and i-MID controls
- Tilt and telescopic steering column
- Center console with armrest and storage compartment
- Beverage holders, front and rear
- Driver’s and front passenger’s illuminated vanity mirrors
- Map lights
- Sunglasses holder
- 12-volt power outlets
- Floor mats
- 160-watt AM/FM/CD audio system with 4 speakers
- Pandora® internet radio compatibility
- Bluetooth® Streaming Audio
- USB Audio Interface
- MP3/auxiliary input jack
- MP3/Windows Media® Audio (WMA) playback capability
- Exterior temperature indicator

**SPORT** adds to LX or replaces:
- 189-hp (SAE net), 2.4-liter i-VTEC 4-cylinder engine with direct injection
- 6-speed manual or continuously variable transmission (CVT) with Sport Mode and paddle shifters (available)
- EPA mileage ratings (city/highway/combined): CVT: 26/35/29 mpg
- Front shock tower bar
- 18-inch alloy wheels
- Body-colored decklid spoiler
- Fog lights
- Dual chrome exhaust finishers
- Leather-wrapped steering wheel
- Illuminated power window switches
- Driver’s seat with 10-way power adjustment, including power lumbar support

**EX** adds to LX or replaces:
- 17-inch alloy wheels
- One-touch power moonroof with tilt feature
- Smart Entry
- Heated, body-colored power side mirrors with integrated turn indicators and Expanded View Driver’s Mirror
- Honda LaneWatch™
- Engine Start/Stop button
- Power windows with auto-up down driver’s and front passenger’s windows
- Driver’s seat with 10-way power adjustment, including power lumbar support
- 160-watt AM/FM/CD audio system with 6 speakers

---

**KEY STANDARD FEATURES FOR SEDAN AND COUPE**
- Bluetooth® HandsFreeLink
- USB Audio Interface
- Rearview Camera
- Side Curtain Airbags with Rollover Sensor
EX-L adds to EX or replaces:
- Continuously variable transmission (CVT) with Sport Mode
- Forward Collision Warning (FCW)\(^1\)
- Lane Departure Warning (LDW)\(^2\)
- LED brake lights
- Multi-angle rearview camera with guidelines
- Leather-wrapped steering wheel
- Automatic-dimming rearview mirror
- Driver’s seat with 10-way power adjustment, including power lumbar support and two-position memory
- Front passenger’s seat with 4-way power adjustment
- Leather-trimmed seats
- Heated front seats
- 360-watt AM/FM/CD premium audio system with 7 speakers, including subwoofer
- HondaLink\textsuperscript{TM} featuring Aha\textsuperscript{TM} compatibility
- Audio touch-screen
- XM\textsuperscript{®} Radio\textsuperscript{15}

EX-L with Navigation
adds to EX-L or replaces:
- Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System\textsuperscript{TM}\(^4\) with voice recognition and FM Traffic
- i-MID with 8-inch high-resolution WVGA (800x480) screen, customizable feature settings and interface dial
- Illuminated steering wheel-mounted navigation controls
- Hard disk drive (HDD)\(^3\) with 16-GB audio memory
- Song By Voice\textsuperscript{®} (SBV)

EX-L V-6 adds to EX-L or replaces:
- 278-hp (SAE net), 3.5-liter i-VTEC V-6 engine
- 6-speed automatic transmission with Sport Mode
- Variable Cylinder Management\textsuperscript{TM (VCM\textsuperscript{®})
- ULEV-2/PZEV CARB emissions rating\(^11\)
- EPA mileage ratings\(^5\)
  (city/highway/combined): 6AT: 21/34/25 mpg
- LED Daytime Running Lights (DRL)
- Hood struts
- Dual chrome exhaust finishers
- HomeLink\textsuperscript{®17} remote system

EX-L V-6 with Navigation
adds to EX-L V-6 or replaces:
- Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System\textsuperscript{TM}\(^4\) with voice recognition and FM Traffic
- i-MID with 8-inch high-resolution WVGA (800x480) screen, customizable feature settings and interface dial
- Illuminated steering wheel-mounted navigation controls
- Hard disk drive (HDD)\(^3\) with 16-GB audio memory
- Song By Voice\textsuperscript{®} (SBV)

TOURING adds to EX-L V-6 or replaces:
- LED headlights with auto-on/off
- Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System\textsuperscript{TM}\(^4\) with voice recognition and FM Traffic
- i-MID with 8-inch high-resolution WVGA (800x480) screen, customizable feature settings and interface dial
- Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)\(^6\)
- Illuminated steering wheel-mounted navigation controls
- Hard disk drive (HDD)\(^3\) with 16-GB audio memory
- Song By Voice (SBV)
EX-L adds to EX or replaces:

- Continuously variable transmission (CVT) with Sport Mode and paddle shifters
- Forward Collision Warning (FCW)™
- Lane Departure Warning (LDW)™
- Honda LaneWatch™
- Leather-wrapped steering wheel
- Driver’s seat with 10-way power adjustment, including power lumbar support
- Leather-trimmed seats
- Heated front seats
- 360-watt AM/FM/CD premium audio system with 7 speakers, including subwoofer
- XM® Radio

EX-L with Navigation adds to EX-L or replaces:

- Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System™ with voice recognition and FM Traffic
- i-MID with 8-inch high-resolution WVGA (800x480) screen, customizable feature settings and interface dial
- Illuminated steering wheel-mounted navigation controls
- Hard disk drive (HDD)® with 16-GB audio memory
- Song By Voice® (SBV)

EX-L V-6 adds to EX-L or replaces:

- 278-hp (SAE net), 3.5-liter i-VTEC V-6 engine
- 6-speed manual or 6-speed automatic transmission with Sport Mode and paddle shifters
- Variable Cylinder Management™ (VCM®) (6AT)
- ULEV-2 CARB emissions rating
- EPA mileage ratings (city/highway/combined):
  - 6MT: 18/28/22 mpg; 6AT: 21/32/25 mpg
  - 18-inch alloy wheels
  - LED Daytime Running Lights (DRL)
  - Hood struts
  - Dual chrome exhaust finishers
  - HomeLink™ remote system
  - Driver’s seat with 10-way power adjustment, including power lumbar support and two-position memory

EX-L V-6 with Navigation adds to EX-L V-6 or replaces:

- Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System™ with voice recognition and FM Traffic
- i-MID with 8-inch high-resolution WVGA (800x480) screen, customizable feature settings and interface dial
- Illuminated steering wheel-mounted navigation controls
- Hard disk drive (HDD)® with 16-GB audio memory
- Song By Voice® (SBV)
Whether you buy or lease a Honda vehicle, Honda Financial Services can assist you with the process. Please ask your dealer which lease or purchase plan best suits your needs.

Honda Care® is an affordable, comprehensive vehicle and travel protection plan backed by Honda reliability, service and parts. Please see your Honda dealer for details.
EX-L adds to EX or replaces:

- Continuously variable transmission (CVT) with Sport Mode and paddle shifters
- Forward Collision Warning (FCW)®
- Lane Departure Warning (LDW)™
- Honda LaneWatch™
- Leather-wrapped steering wheel
- Driver’s seat with 10-way power adjustment, including power lumbar support
- Leather-trimmed seats
- Heated front seats
- 360-watt AM/FM/CD premium audio system with 7 speakers, including subwoofer
- XM® Radio®

EX-L with Navigation adds to EX-L or replaces:

- Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System™ with voice recognition and FM Traffic
- i-MID with 8-inch high-resolution WVGA (800x480) screen, customizable feature settings and interface dial
- Illuminated steering wheel-mounted navigation controls
- Hard disk drive (HDD)™ with 16-GB audio memory
- Song By Voice® (SBV)

EX-L V-6 adds to EX-L or replaces:

- 278-hp (SAE net), 3.5-liter i-VTEC V-6 engine
- 6-speed manual or 6-speed automatic transmission with Sport Mode and paddle shifters
- Variable Cylinder Management™ (VCM®) (6AT)
- ULEV-2 CARB emissions rating
- EPA mileage ratings (city/highway/combined): 6MT: 18/28/22 mpg; 6AT: 21/32/25 mpg
- 18-inch alloy wheels
- LED Daytime Running Lights (DRL)
- Hood struts
- Dual chrome exhaust finishes
- HomeLink™ remote system
- Driver’s seat with 10-way power adjustment, including power lumbar support and two-position memory

EX-L V-6 with Navigation adds to EX-L V-6 or replaces:

- Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System™ with voice recognition and FM Traffic
- i-MID with 8-inch high-resolution WVGA (800x480) screen, customizable feature settings and interface dial
- Illuminated steering wheel-mounted navigation controls
- Hard disk drive (HDD)™ with 16-GB audio memory
- Song By Voice® (SBV)
Tough. Nimble. Able to handle almost any condition. It’s no wonder Honda is the official vehicle of the NHL.

®19 accord.honda.com

Fan, subscribe and follow to connect with other Honda fans and stay informed.
Tough. Nimble. Able to handle almost any condition. It’s no wonder Honda is the official vehicle of the NHL.
Our racing heritage is with you on the road in the all-new Accord. Direct-injection technology improves fuel combustion and engine efficiency, and it helped power Dario Franchitti to victory at the 2012 Indianapolis 500®. Now, we’ve incorporated it into the all-new Accord’s 4-cylinder i-VTEC® engine.
We all benefit from vehicles that respect our planet. That’s why the Accord offers all the sophistication of a luxury automobile, but still maintains the conscience of a Honda. Thanks to innovations like our new 2.4-liter 4-cylinder Earth Dreams engine with direct injection, the new Accord has an impressive, EPA 36-mpg highway rating. That makes the new Accord one of our most fuel-efficient vehicles ever.
ECO ASSIST™

With Eco Assist, there are two ways for car and driver to work together to improve fuel efficiency. When you push the ECON button, your Accord automatically adjusts fuel-consuming systems to maximize efficiency. For better performance, push the button again and off you go. The coaching bars on either side of the speedometer will change from white to green depending on how efficiently you’re driving. The longer they stay green, the more miles you can get from a tank of gas.

Accord EX-L Sedan shown in Basque Red Pearl II.
THE ACCORD

PLUG-IN HYBRID

We’ve taken a huge step in hybrid technology. The all-new Accord Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicle (PHEV) features a rechargeable power source, and it’s also capable of running entirely in electric mode. But what makes the PHEV truly special is that it never stops being an Accord. The PHEV offers the performance, engineering and comfort that you’ve come to expect from Honda. Available early 2013.*

*Subject to limited availability in designated markets. Please see your Honda dealer for details.
We've taken a huge step in hybrid technology. The all-new Accord Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicle (PHEV) features a rechargeable power source, and it's also capable of running entirely in electric mode. But what makes the PHEV truly special is that it never stopped being an Accord. The PHEV offers the performance, engineering, and comfort that you've come to expect from Honda.

Available early 2013.

Accord PHEV shown in Burnished Silver Metallic.

The PHEV has an innovative charging system that you can set up at home or connect to at designated stations. Your charge and fuel status is all displayed clearly and intuitively on the PHEV's stylized instrument panel.
With elegant design touches, engineering advancements and technology breakthroughs, the new Accord is a model of innovation and creativity. We assessed the Accord from every angle and designed every enhancement, from the stunning new technology to the tiniest of details, around you and your life.
With elegant design touches, engineering advancements and technology breakthroughs, the new Accord is a model of innovation and creativity. We assessed the Accord from every angle and designed every enhancement, from the stunning new technology to the tiniest of details, around you and your life.
LED HEADLIGHTS
LED headlights are not only a nice accent, but they also improve visibility, and reduce power consumption by 50%. (Touring Sedan)

LED DAYTIME RUNNING LIGHTS (DRL)
Sleek and stylish LED Daytime Running Lights are standard on EX-L V-6 Coupe and EX-L V-6/Touring Sedan.

LED BRAKE LIGHTS
Redesigned brake lights have a subtle, new style, and are LED-powered. (EX-L Sedan and above)
START/STOP BUTTON
The Accord’s smart technology lets you start your engine with the push of a button. (EX and above)

REARVIEW CAMERA
Every Accord has a rearview camera. EX Coupe and above and EX-L Sedan and above models come with a multi-angle rearview camera that adds wide-angle and overhead views.

AUDIO SYSTEM WITH TOUCH-SCREEN DISPLAY
This amazing new touch panel gives you access to all your different media programs. It’s your interface for everything from Aha™ by Harman to Pandora® internet radio to Bluetooth® Streaming Audio and HandsFreeLink, email, your audio system’s controls and equalizer, and much more.* (EX Coupe and above, EX-L Sedan and above)

SMART ENTRY
The Smart Entry feature detects when your key fob is near the vehicle, and it allows you to lock and unlock your doors with the utmost elegance and ease. (EX and above)
Out of everything you need the Accord to do, nothing’s more important than getting you where you need to go safely. That’s why we always work to improve the safety of our vehicles, and the all-new Accord is a testament to our continuous work on safety technology. Every Accord features our newest ACE II body structure and standard features that are all designed to help protect everyone on the road.

ALWAYS THINKING ABOUT SAFETY

**ANTI-LOCK BRAKING SYSTEM (ABS)**
All Accord models feature 4-wheel disc brakes with anti-lock brakes (ABS). ABS modulates the brakes to help prevent wheel lockup and help the driver retain steering control during hard braking.

**FORWARD COLLISION WARNING (FCW)**
The FCW system can detect the presence of vehicles in front of you, and if it calculates that you’re at risk of a collision, it activates audible and visible alerts. (EX-L and above)

*VSA is not a substitute for safe driving. It cannot correct the vehicle’s course in every situation or compensate for reckless driving. Control of the vehicle always remains with the driver.*
Out of everything you need the Accord to do, nothing’s more important than getting you where you need to go safely. That’s why we always work to improve the safety of our vehicles, and the all-new Accord is a testament to our continuous work on safety technology. Every Accord features our newest ACE™ II body structure and standard features that are all designed to help protect everyone on the road.

LANE DEPARTURE WARNING (LDW)™
A small camera searches for lane markings on the road. If it detects the driver making an unindicated lane departure, visual and audible alerts will signify the departure. (EX-L and above)

VEHICLE STABILITY ASSIST™ (VSA®)* WITH TRACTION CONTROL
In the event of an oversteer or understeer, VSA works to brake individual wheels and/or reduce engine power to help restore your intended course.
DUAL-STAGE, MULTIPLE-THRESHOLD FRONT AIRBAGS (SRS)
The dual-stage, multiple-threshold front airbags (SRS) are capable of inflating at different rates depending on the severity of the crash, seat-belt usage and/or other factors.*

SMARTVENT™ FRONT SIDE AIRBAGS
In the event of a moderate-to-severe side impact, the side airbag inflates to help protect the driver’s or front passenger’s upper torso.*

SIDE CURTAIN AIRBAGS WITH ROLLOVER SENSOR
In the event of a sufficient side impact or rollover situation, this system will activate and help provide protection for both the front and outboard rear occupants.*

*Always use seat belts and appropriate child seats. Children 12 and under are safest when properly restrained in the rear seat.
SIDE CURTAIN AIRBAGS
WITH ROLLOVER SENSOR

In the event of a sufficient side impact or rollover situation, this system will activate and help provide protection for both the front and outboard rear occupants on the side of the impact.*

ADVANCED COMPATIBILITY ENGINEERING™ (ACE) II BODY STRUCTURE

ACE II is a Honda-exclusive body design that distributes frontal crash energy more evenly throughout the front of the vehicle, and the ACE II body structure features our highest-grade steel yet.
Manufactured to the same strict standards as Honda vehicles, Honda Genuine Accessories are the perfect way to personalize and protect your vehicle. Please see your Honda dealer for details.
Accord EX-L V-6 Sedan with sport grille, aero kit, body side molding, wing spoiler and 17" chrome-look alloy wheels.

- Back-Up Sensors
- All-Season Floor Mats
- Cargo Net
- Illuminated Door Sill Trim

boiler and 17" chrome-look alloy wheels.
EXTERIOR COLOR

Alabaster Silver Metallic
Hematite Metallic
Basque Red Pearl II
Crystal Black Pearl
Obsidian Blue Pearl
Modern Steel Metallic
San Marino Red
Still Night Pearl
White Orchid Pearl
Tiger Eye Pearl

INTERIOR COLOR

Gray Fabric (LX Sedan)
Ivory Fabric (LX Sedan & LX-S Coupe)
Black Fabric (LX Sedan & LX-S Coupe)
Black Fabric (Sport Sedan & EX Coupe)
Gray Leather (EX-L / Touring Sedan)
Ivory Leather (EX-L / Touring Sedan)
Gray Fabric (EX Sedan)
Ivory Fabric (EX Sedan)
Black Fabric (EX Sedan)
Gray Leather (EX-L / Touring Sedan)
Ivory Leather (EX-L / Touring Sedan)
EXTERIOR

INTERIOR

PERFORMANCE

TECHNOLOGY

INGENUITY

SPECIFICATIONS

YOUR COLOR / FABRIC

Accord Sedan

Your color / fabric

Accord Coupe

Obsidian Blue Pearl

Champagne Frost Pearl

Tiger Eye Pearl

Ivory Fabric (EX Coupe)

Black/Ivory Leather (EX-L Coupe)

Ivory Leather (EX-L/ Touring Sedan)

Black Leather (EX-L/ Touring Sedan & EX-L Coupe)
**LX**

- 185-hp (SAE net), 2.4-liter i-VTEC® 4-cylinder engine with direct injection
- 6-speed manual or continuously variable transmission (CVT) with Sport Mode (available)
- ULEV-2/PZEV CARB emissions rating
- EPA mileage ratings (city/highway/combined):
  - 6MT: 24/34/28 mpg
  - CVT: 27/36/30 mpg
- Drive-by-Wire throttle system
- Eco Assist™ system
- Active Noise Cancellation™ (ANC)
- Active Sound Control
- Hill start assist
- MacPherson strut front suspension/multi-link rear suspension
- Electric power-assisted rack-and-pinion steering (EPS)
- 16-inch alloy wheels
- Vehicle Stability Assist™ (VSA®) with traction control
- Anti-lock braking system (ABS)
- Electronic Brake Distribution (EBD)
- Brake Assist
- Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS)
- Daytime Running Lights (DRL)
- Advanced Compatibility Engineering™ (ACE™) II body structure
- Six airbags
- Security system with remote entry
- Variable intermittent windshield wipers
- Projector-beam halogen headlights with auto-on/off
- Chrome door handles
- Body-colored power side mirrors with Expanded View Driver’s Mirror
- Chrome exhaust finisher
- Dual-zone automatic climate control system
- i-MID with 8-inch WQVGA (480x320) screen and customizable feature settings
- Rearview camera with guidelines
- Bluetooth® HandsFreeLink®
- SMS text message function
- Power windows with auto-up/down driver’s window
- Cruise control
- Illuminated steering wheel-mounted cruise, audio, phone and i-MID controls
- Tilt and telescopic steering column
- Center console with armrest and storage compartment
- Beverage holders, front and rear
- Driver’s and front passenger’s illuminated vanity mirrors
- Map lights
- Sunglasses holder
- 12-volt power outlets
- Floor mats
- 160-watt AM/FM/CD audio system with 4 speakers
- Pandora® internet radio compatibility
- Bluetooth® Streaming Audio
- USB Audio Interface
- MP3/auxiliary input jack
- MP3/Windows Media® Audio (WMA) playback capability
- Exterior temperature indicator

**SPORT** adds to LX or replaces:

- 189-hp (SAE net), 2.4-liter i-VTEC 4-cylinder engine with direct injection
- 6-speed manual or continuously variable transmission (CVT) with Sport Mode and paddle shifters (available)
- EPA mileage ratings (city/highway/combined):
  - CVT: 26/35/29 mpg
- Front shock tower bar
- 18-inch alloy wheels
- Body-colored decklid spoiler
- Fog lights
- Dual chrome exhaust finishers
- Leather-wrapped steering wheel
- Illuminated power window switches
- Driver’s seat with 10-way power adjustment, including power lumbar support

**EX** adds to LX or replaces:

- 17-inch alloy wheels
- One-touch power moonroof with tilt feature
- Smart Entry
- Heated, body-colored power side mirrors with integrated turn indicators and Expanded View Driver’s Mirror
- Honda LaneWatch™
- Engine Start/Stop button
- Power windows with auto-up/down driver’s and front passenger’s windows
- Driver’s seat with 10-way power adjustment, including power lumbar support
- 160-watt AM/FM/CD audio system with 6 speakers
**EX-L** adds to EX or replaces:

- Continuously variable transmission (CVT) with Sport Mode
- Forward Collision Warning (FCW)
- Lane Departure Warning (LDW)
- LED brake lights
- Multi-angle rearview camera with guidelines
- Leather-wrapped steering wheel
- Automatic-dimming rearview mirror
- Driver’s seat with 10-way power adjustment, including power lumbar support and two-position memory
- Front passenger’s seat with 4-way power adjustment
- Leather-trimmed seats
- Heated front seats
- 360-watt AM/FM/CD premium audio system with 7 speakers, including subwoofer
- HondaLink™ featuring Aha™ compatibility
- Audio touch-screen
- XM Radio

**EX-L with Navigation** adds to EX-L or replaces:

- Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System™ with voice recognition and FM Traffic
- i-MID with 8-inch high-resolution WVGA (800x480) screen, customizable feature settings and interface dial
- Illuminated steering wheel-mounted navigation controls
- Hard disk drive (HDD) with 16-GB audio memory
- Song By Voice® (SBV)

**EX-L V-6** adds to EX-L or replaces:

- 278-hp (SAE net), 3.5-liter i-VTEC V-6 engine
- 6-speed automatic transmission with Sport Mode
- Variable Cylinder Management™ (VCM®)
- ULEV-2/PZEV CARB emissions rating
- EPA mileage ratings (city/highway/combined):
  - CVT: 26/35/29 mpg
  - 6AT: 21/34/25 mpg
- LED Daytime Running Lights (DRL)
- Hood struts
- Dual chrome exhaust finishers
- HomeLink® remote system

**EX-L V-6 with Navigation** adds to EX-L V-6 or replaces:

- Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System™ with voice recognition and FM Traffic
- i-MID with 8-inch high-resolution WVGA (800x480) screen, customizable feature settings and interface dial
- Illuminated steering wheel-mounted navigation controls
- Hard disk drive (HDD) with 16-GB audio memory
- Song By Voice® (SBV)

**TOURING** adds to EX-L V-6 or replaces:

- LED headlights with auto-on/off
- Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System™ with voice recognition and FM Traffic
- i-MID with 8-inch high-resolution WVGA (800x480) screen, customizable feature settings and interface dial
- Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)
- Illuminated steering wheel-mounted navigation controls
- Hard disk drive (HDD) with 16-GB audio memory
- Song By Voice® (SBV)
EX-L adds to EX or replaces:

- Continuously variable transmission (CVT) with Sport Mode and paddle shifters
- Forward Collision Warning (FCW)®
- Lane Departure Warning (LDW)®
- Honda LaneWatch™
- Leather-wrapped steering wheel
- Driver’s seat with 10-way power adjustment, including power lumbar support
- Leather-trimmed seats
- Heated front seats
- 360-watt AM/FM/CD premium audio system with 7 speakers, including subwoofer
- XM® Radio®

EX-L with Navigation adds to EX-L or replaces:

- Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System™
- i-MID with 8-inch high-resolution WVGA (800x480) screen, customizable feature settings and interface dial
- Illuminated steering wheel-mounted navigation controls
- Hard disk drive (HDD)® with 16-GB audio memory
- Song By Voice® (SBV)

EX-L V-6 adds to EX-L or replaces:

- 278-hp (SAE net), 3.5-liter i-VTEC V-6 engine
- 6-speed manual or 6-speed automatic transmission with Sport Mode and paddle shifters
- Variable Cylinder Management™ (VCM®) (6AT)
- ULEV-2 CARB emissions rating
- EPA mileage ratings (city/highway/combined):
  - 6MT: 18/28/22 mpg
  - 6AT: 21/32/25 mpg
- 18-inch alloy wheels
- LED Daytime Running Lights (DRL)
- Hood struts
- Dual chrome exhaust finishers
- HomeLink™ remote system
- Driver’s seat with 10-way power adjustment, including power lumbar support and two-position memory

EX-L V-6 with Navigation adds to EX-L V-6 or replaces:

- Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System™
- i-MID with 8-inch high-resolution WVGA (800x480) screen, customizable feature settings and interface dial
- Illuminated steering wheel-mounted navigation controls
- Hard disk drive (HDD)® with 16-GB audio memory
- Song By Voice® (SBV)
EX-L adds to EX or replaces:

- Continuously variable transmission (CVT) with Sport Mode and paddle shifters
- Forward Collision Warning (FCW)™
- Lane Departure Warning (LDW)™
- Honda LaneWatch™
- Leather-wrapped steering wheel
- Driver’s seat with 10-way power adjustment, including power lumbar support
- Automatic-dimming rearview mirror
- Leather-trimmed seats
- Heated front seats
- 360-watt AM/FM/CD premium audio system with 7 speakers, including subwoofer
- XM® Radio®

EX-L V-6 adds to EX-L or replaces:

- 278-hp (SAE net), 3.5-liter i-VTEC V-6 engine
- 6-speed manual or 6-speed automatic transmission with Sport Mode and paddle shifters
- Variable Cylinder Management™ (VCM®) (6AT)
- ULEV-2 CARB emissions rating
- EPA mileage ratings (city/highway/combined):
  - 6MT: 18/28/22 mpg; 6AT: 21/32/25 mpg
  - 18-inch alloy wheels
  - LED Daytime Running Lights (DRL)
  - Hood struts
  - Dual chrome exhaust finishes
  - HomeLink™ remote system
  - Driver’s seat with 10-way power adjustment, including power lumbar support and two-position memory

EX-L with Navigation:

- Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System™ with voice recognition and FM Traffic
- i-MID with 8-inch high-resolution WVGA (800x480) screen, customizable feature settings and interface dial
- Illuminated steering wheel-mounted navigation controls
- Hard disk drive (HDD)® with 16-GB audio memory
- Song By Voice® (SBV)

EX-L V-6 with Navigation:

- Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System with voice recognition and FM Traffic
- i-MID with 8-inch high-resolution WVGA (800x480) screen, customizable feature settings and interface dial
- Illuminated steering wheel-mounted navigation controls
- Hard disk drive (HDD)® with 16-GB audio memory
- Song By Voice® (SBV)
EX-L adds to EX or replaces:

- Continuously variable transmission (CVT) with Sport Mode and paddle shifters
- Forward Collision Warning (FCW)®
- Lane Departure Warning (LDW)®
- Honda LaneWatch™2
- Leather-wrapped steering wheel
- Driver’s seat with 10-way power adjustment, including power lumbar support
- Automatic-dimming rearview mirror
- Leather-trimmed seats
- Heated front seats
- 360-watt AM/FM/CD premium audio system with 7 speakers, including subwoofer
- XM® Radio16

EX-L with Navigation adds to EX-L or replaces:

- Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System™4 with voice recognition and FM Traffic
- i-MID with 8-inch high-resolution WVGA (800x480) screen, customizable feature settings and interface dial
- Illuminated steering wheel-mounted navigation controls
- Hard disk drive (HDD)3 with 16-GB audio memory
- Song By Voice® (SBV)

EX-L V-6 adds to EX-L or replaces:

- 278-hp (SAE net), 3.5-liter i-VTEC V-6 engine
- 6-speed manual or 6-speed automatic transmission with Sport Mode and paddle shifters
- Variable Cylinder Management™ (VCM®) (6AT)
- ULEV-2 CARB emissions rating
- 18-inch alloy wheels
- LED Daytime Running Lights (DRL)
- Hood struts
- Dual chrome exhaust finishers
- HomeLink™17 remote system
- Driver’s seat with 10-way power adjustment, including power lumbar support and two-position memory

EX-L V-6 with Navigation adds to EX-L V-6 or replaces:

- Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System4 with voice recognition and FM Traffic
- i-MID with 8-inch high-resolution WVGA (800x480) screen, customizable feature settings and interface dial
- Illuminated steering wheel-mounted navigation controls
- Hard disk drive (HDD)3 with 16-GB audio memory
- Song By Voice® (SBV)

1 Forward Collision Warning (FCW) cannot detect all objects ahead and may not detect a given object; accuracy will vary based on weather, speed and other factors. System operation affected by extreme interior heat. FCW does not include a braking function. Driver remains responsible for safely operating vehicle and avoiding collisions. 2 Display accuracy will vary based on weather, size of object and speed, and the display may not show all relevant traffic. The display is not a substitute for your own direct visual assessment of traffic conditions before changing lanes. 3 Hard disk drive (HDD) with 16-GB memory standard on navigation-equipped models. 4 The Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System is available on EX-L and standard on Touring models in the United States, Canada and Puerto Rico (FM Traffic service only available in the United States, except Alaska). Please see your Honda dealer for details. 5 24/34 city/highway/29 combined mpg rating for 4-cylinder iMT models. 27 city/36 highway/30 combined mpg rating for Sedan CVT models. 26 city/30 highway/29 combined mpg rating for Sport Sedan and 4-cylinder Coupe models with CVT. 21 city/24 highway/25 combined mpg rating for V-6 Sedan models. 18 city/28 highway/22 combined mpg rating for V-6 Coupe iMT models. 21 city/22 highway/25 combined mpg rating for V-6 Coupe 6AT models. Based on 2013 EPA mileage ratings. Use for comparison purposes only. Your actual mileage will vary depending on how you drive and maintain your vehicle. Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) cannot detect all objects ahead and may not detect a given object; accuracy will vary based on weather, speed and other factors. ACC should not be used in heavy traffic, poor weather or on winding roads. The driver remains responsible to slow or stop the vehicle to avoid a collision. 7 Lane Departure Warning (LDW) only alerts drivers when lane drift is detected without a turn signal in use. LDW may not detect all lane markings or lane departures; accuracy will vary based on weather, speed and road condition. System operation affected by extreme interior heat. Driver remains responsible for safely operating vehicle and avoiding collisions. 8 Acura is a trademark of American Honda Motor Co., Ltd. 9 Pandora, the Pandora logo and the Pandora trade dress are trademarks or registered trademarks of Pandora Media, Inc. Used with permission. Compatible with select smartphones. See: www.pandora.com/everywhere/mobile. Not all devices compatible with USB connection. Your wireless carrier’s rate plans apply. State or local laws may limit use of texting feature. Only use texting feature when conditions allow you to do so safely. 10 The USB Audio Interface is used for direct connection to and control of some current digital audio players and other USB devices that contain MP3, WMA or AAC music files. Some USB devices with software security and digital-rights-protected files may not work. Please see your Honda dealer for details. 11 Windows Media is a trademark or registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. 12 XM services are available after 90-day trial period. Subscriptions governed by SiriusXM Customer Agreement; see www.siriusxm.com. For optimal tire wear and performance, tire pressure should be checked regularly with a gauge. Do not rely solely on the monitor system. Please see your Honda dealer for details. 13 Not all devices compatible with USB connection. Your wireless carrier’s rate plans apply. State or local laws may limit use of texting feature. Only use texting feature when conditions allow you to do so safely. 14 Song By Voice is a trademark of Pandora Media, Inc. Used with permission. Compatible with select smartphones. See: www.pandora.com/everywhere/mobile. Not all devices compatible with USB connection. 15 Song By Voice, Variable Cylinder Management, VCM, Vehicle Stability Assist and VSA are trademarks of Honda Motor Co., Ltd. © 2012 American Honda Motor Co., Inc.
**ACCORD COUPE**

**LX-S**

- 185-hp (SAE net), 2.4-liter i-VTEC® 4-cylinder engine with direct injection
- 6-speed manual or continuously variable transmission (CVT) with Sport Mode and paddle shifters (available)
- ULEV-2/PZEV CARB emissions rating
- EPA mileage ratings (city/highway/combined): 24/34/28 mpg; CVT: 26/35/29 mpg
- Drive-by-Wire throttle system
- Eco Assist™ system
- Active Noise Cancellation™ (ANC)
- Active Sound Control
- Hill start assist
- MacPherson strut front suspension/multi-link rear suspension
- Electric power-assisted rack-and-pinion steering (EPS)
- 17-inch alloy wheels
- Vehicle Stability Assist™ (VSA®) with traction control
- Anti-lock braking system (ABS)
- Electronic Brake Distribution (EBD)
- Brake Assist
- Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS)
- Daytime Running Lights (DRL)
- Advanced Compatibility Engineering™ (ACE™) II body structure
- Six airbags
- Security system with remote entry
- Variable intermittent windshield wipers
- Projector-beam halogen headlights with auto-on/off
- Chrome door handles
- Body-colored power side mirrors with Expanded View Driver’s Mirror
- Chrome exhaust finisher
- Dual-zone automatic climate control system
- i-MID with 8-inch WQVGA (480x320) screen and customizable feature settings
- Rearview camera with guidelines
- Bluetooth® HandsFreeLink®
- SMS text message function
- Power windows with auto-up/down driver’s window
- Cruise control
- Illuminated steering wheel-mounted cruise, audio, phone and i-MID controls
- Tilt and telescopic steering column
- Center console with armrest and storage compartment
- Beverage holders, front and rear
- Driver’s and front passenger’s illuminated vanity mirrors
- Map lights
- Sunglasses holder
- 12-volt power outlets
- Floor mats
- 160-watt AM/FM/CD audio system with 6 speakers
- Pandora® internet radio compatibility
- Bluetooth® Streaming Audio
- USB Audio Interface
- MP3/auxiliary input jack
- MP3/Windows Media® Audio (WMA) playback capability
- Exterior temperature indicator

**EX adds to LX-S or replaces**:

- Front shock tower bar
- One-touch power moonroof with tilt feature
- Smart Entry
- Fog lights
- Heated, body-colored power side mirrors with integrated turn indicators and Expanded View Driver’s Mirror
- Multi-angle rearview camera with guidelines
- Engine Start/Stop button
- Power windows with auto-up/down driver’s and front passenger’s windows
- HondaLink™ featuring Aha™ compatibility
- Audio touch-screen

---

All 2013 Honda vehicles – and any Honda Genuine Accessories installed at the time of vehicle purchase – are covered by a 3-year/36,000-mile limited warranty. Plus, Honda cars and trucks are covered by a 5-year/60,000-mile Limited Powertrain Warranty, too. For more information or assistance, see your Honda dealer or please give us a call at 1-800-33-Honda.
### ACCORD COUPE

**LX-S**

- 185-hp (SAE net), 2.4-liter i-VTEC<sup>®</sup> 4-cylinder engine with direct injection
- 6-speed manual or continuously variable transmission (CVT) with Sport Mode and paddle shifters (available)
- ULEV-2/PZEV CARB emissions rating<sup>11</sup>
- EPA mileage ratings<sup>5</sup> (city/highway/combined): 6MT: 24/34/28 mpg; CVT: 26/35/29 mpg
- Drive-by-Wire throttle system
- Eco Assist™ system
- Active Noise Cancellation™ (ANC)
- Active Sound Control
- Hill start assist
- MacPherson strut front suspension/multi-link rear suspension
- Electric power-assisted rack-and-pinion steering (EPS)
- 17-inch alloy wheels
- Vehicle Stability Assist™ (VSA)<sup>®</sup> with traction control
- Anti-lock braking system (ABS)
- Electronic Brake Distribution (EBD)
- Brake Assist
- Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS)<sup>12</sup>
- Daytime Running Lights (DRL)
- Advanced Compatibility Engineering™ (ACE™) II body structure
- Six airbags
- Security system with remote entry
- Variable intermittent windshield wipers
- Projector-beam halogen headlights with auto-on/off
- Chrome door handles
- Body-colored power side mirrors with Expanded View Driver’s Mirror
- Chrome exhaust finisher
- Dual-zone automatic climate control system
- i-MID with 8-inch WQVGA (480x320) screen and customizable feature settings
- Rearview camera with guidelines
- Bluetooth® HandsFreeLink<sup>®</sup>
- SMS text message function<sup>13</sup>
- Power windows with auto-up/down driver’s window
- Cruise control
- Illuminated steering wheel-mounted cruise, audio, phone and i-MID controls
- Tilt and telescopic steering column
- Center console with armrest and storage compartment
- Beverage holders, front and rear
- Driver’s and front passenger’s illuminated vanity mirrors
- Map lights
- Sunglasses holder
- 12-volt power outlets
- Floor mats
- 160-watt AM/FM/CD audio system with 6 speakers
- Pandora<sup>®</sup> internet radio compatibility
- Bluetooth<sup>®</sup> Streaming Audio
- USB Audio Interface<sup>14</sup>
- MP3/auxiliary input jack
- MP3/Windows Media<sup>®</sup> Audio (WMA)<sup>15</sup> playback capability
- Exterior temperature indicator

**EX** adds to LX-S or replaces:

- Front shock tower bar
- One-touch power moonroof with tilt feature
- Smart Entry
- Fog lights
- Heated, body-colored power side mirrors with integrated turn indicators and Expanded View Driver’s Mirror
- Multi-angle rearview camera with guidelines
- Engine Start/Stop button
- Power windows with auto-up/down driver’s and front passenger’s windows
- HondaLink™ featuring Aha™ compatibility
- Audio touch-screen

---

All 2013 Honda vehicles – and any Honda Genuine Accessories installed at the time of vehicle purchase – are covered by a 3-year/36,000-mile limited warranty. Plus, Honda cars and trucks are covered by a 5-year/60,000-mile Limited Powertrain Warranty, too. For more information or assistance, see your Honda dealer or please give us a call at 1-800-33-Honda.

---

**Honda Care** is an affordable, comprehensive vehicle and travel protection plan backed by Honda reliability, service and parts. Please see your Honda dealer for details.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EX-L adds to EX or replaces:</th>
<th>EX-L V-6 adds to EX-L or replaces:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Continuously variable transmission (CVT) with Sport Mode and paddle shifters</td>
<td>• 278-hp (SAE net), 3.5-liter i-VTEC V-6 engine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Forward Collision Warning (FCW)¹</td>
<td>• 6-speed manual or 6-speed automatic transmission with Sport Mode and paddle shifters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Lane Departure Warning (LDW)²</td>
<td>• Variable Cylinder Management™ (VCM®) (6AT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Honda LaneWatch™²</td>
<td>• ULEV-2 CARB emissions rating¹¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Leather-wrapped steering wheel</td>
<td>• EPA mileage ratings⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Driver’s seat with 10-way power adjustment, including power lumbar support</td>
<td>(city/highway/combined): 6MT: 18/28/22 mpg; 6AT: 21/32/25 mpg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Automatic-dimming rearview mirror</td>
<td>• 18-inch alloy wheels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Leather-trimmed seats</td>
<td>• LED Daytime Running Lights (DRL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Heated front seats</td>
<td>• Hood struts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 360-watt AM/FM/CD premium audio system with 7 speakers, including subwoofer</td>
<td>• Dual chrome exhaust finishers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• XM® Radio¹⁶</td>
<td>• HomeLink™¹⁷ remote system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Song By Voice® (SBV)</td>
<td>• Driver’s seat with 10-way power adjustment, including power lumbar support and two-position memory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EX-L with Navigation adds to EX-L or replaces:

- Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System™³ with voice recognition and FM Traffic
- i-MID with 8-inch high-resolution WVGA (800x480) screen, customizable feature settings and interface dial
- Illuminated steering wheel-mounted navigation controls
- Hard disk drive (HDD)³ with 16-GB audio memory
- Song By Voice® (SBV)

EX-L V-6 with Navigation adds to EX-L V-6 or replaces:

- Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System³ with voice recognition and FM Traffic
- i-MID with 8-inch high-resolution WVGA (800x480) screen, customizable feature settings and interface dial
- Illuminated steering wheel-mounted navigation controls
- Hard disk drive (HDD)³ with 16-GB audio memory
- Song By Voice® (SBV)

¹ Forward Collision Warning (FCW) cannot detect all objects ahead and may not detect a given object; accuracy will vary based on weather, speed and other factors. System operation affected by extreme interior heat. FCW does not include a braking function. Driver remains responsible for safely operating vehicle and avoiding collisions. ² Display accuracy will vary based on weather, size of object and speed, and the display may not show all relevant traffic. The display is not a substitute for your own direct visual assessment of traffic conditions before changing lanes. ³ Hard disk drive (HDD) with 16-GB memory standard on navigation-equipped models. ⁴ The Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System is available on EX-L and standard on Touring models in the United States. Canada and Puerto Rico (FM Traffic service only available in the United States, except Alaska). Please see your Honda dealer for details. ⁵ 24-city/34 highway/29 combined mpg rating for 4-cylinder i-VTEC models. 27 city/38 highway/30 combined mpg rating for 24-city/35 highway/28 combined mpg rating for Sport Sedan and 4-cylinder Coupe models with CVT. 21 city/24 highway/25 combined mpg rating for V-6 Sedan models. 18 city/28 highway/22 combined mpg rating for V-6 Coupe i-MT models. 21 city/32 highway/25 combined mpg rating for V-6 Coupe iAT models. Based on 2013 EPA mileage ratings. Use for comparison purposes only. Your actual mileage will vary depending on how you drive and maintain your vehicle. ⁶ Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) cannot detect all objects ahead and may not detect a given object; accuracy will vary based on weather, speed and other factors. ACC should not be used in heavy traffic, poor weather or on winding roads. The driver remains responsible to slow or stop the vehicle to avoid a collision. ⁷ Lane Departure Warning (LDW) only alerts drivers when lane change is detected without a turn signal in use. LDW may not detect all lane markings or lane departures; accuracy will vary based on weather, speed and road condition. System operation affected by extreme interior heat. Driver remains responsible for safely operating vehicle and avoiding collisions. ⁸ Honda is a trademark of HARMAN International Industries, Inc. Your wireless carrier’s rates may apply. ⁹ Pandora, the Pandora logo, and the Pandora trade dress are trademarks or registered trademarks of Pandora Media, Inc. Used with permission. Compatible with select Apple iPhone® devices only. Your wireless carrier’s rates plans apply. ¹⁰ The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc., and any use of such marks by Honda Motor Co., Ltd., or under license. ¹¹ HOMELink and the HomeLink house are registered trademarks of Johnson Controls, Inc. Your wireless carrier’s rates plans apply. ¹² State or local laws may limit or prohibit the use of these features. Only use text-to-speech feature when conditions allow you to do so safely. ¹³ The USB Audio Interface is used for direct connection to and control of some current digital audio players and other USB devices that contain MP3, WMA or AAC music files. Some USB devices with security software and digital rights protected files may not work. Please see your Honda dealer for details. ¹⁴ Windows Media is a trademark or registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. ¹⁵ XM services require a subscription after 12 month free trial period. Subscription automatically renewed and you will be billed at then-current rates until you call XM at 1-800-967-2346 to cancel. Fees and programming subject to change. Available only to those at least 16 years of age in the 48 contiguous United States and D.C. ¹⁶ 2013 Sirius XM Radio Inc. Sirius, XM and all related marks and logos are trademarks of Sirius XM Radio Inc. and its subsidiaries. ¹⁷ HomeLink and the HomeLink house are registered trademarks of Johnson Controls, Inc. ¹⁸ 3-Year/36,000-Mile Limited Warranty. ¹⁹ 5-Year/60,000-Mile Limited Powertrain Warranty. ²⁰ Ordinary maintenance or adjustments, parts subject to normal wear and replacement, and certain items are excluded. Please see your Honda dealer for all conditions. ²¹ Smart Vent is a trademark of Johnson Controls, Inc. © 2012 American Honda Motor Co., Inc.
Tough. Nimble. Able to handle almost any condition. It’s no wonder Honda is the official vehicle of the NHL.
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